8	JEWS  IN  THE   LIFE  OF  MEDIAEVAL  1ST. A AT
The evidence of the geographer Mnqaddasi, together with
the edict of the Caliph al-Muqtadir, have hitherto been the
only direct statements we possessed concerning the occupations
of the Jews in the tenth century 'Abbasid empire. Our
new sources not only confirm these statements hut also
supplement them considerably. The data now in our
possession actually show two Jews, Joseph b. Phineas and
Aaron b. Amram, in the performance of their jahbadh
functions, and the part they were able to play in virtue of
those functions at the court of the Caliph al-Muqtadir. To
these Jewish bankers we will now direct our attention.
titles ; intebxal organization ; time
Joseph b. Phineas and Aaron b. Amram are repeatedly
mentioned in the sources as al-jahbadhan al-yahudiyyan,
the two Jewish bankers,1 or at~tujjar, the merchants 2 ; each
of them is also referred to as jahbadh al-Ahicaz, the banker of
the province of Ahwaz,3 in which capacity they probably
of the Jewish population. Probably the appearance of Jewish bankers or
government treasury officials in Baghdad was connected with the extra-
ordinary financial needs of the State, which had to znake use of the Jews
in order to meet them. As to the treatise of al-Jahi£ v. now also E. "Fritsch,
Islam nnd Christentnm im Mittelalter (Beitrdge zur Geschichte der
motlemifcken jPolemik ffegen das Christentnm in arabischer Sprache)r Breslau,
1930; he assigns the treatise of al-Jahiz to the reign of the Caliph al-Ma'mun
(813-S33). Vide H. Hirschfeld, Mohammedan Criticism of the Bible,
JQR., xiii (1901), pp. 230-2, 239-240. Finkel characterizes this treatise as
** unique in the whole range of Mohammedan polemical literature " (JAOS.,
ToL xlvii (1927), pp. 312-328).
* Among the medical men named in our sources there are, judging
by names and designations, apparently no Jews. Tide Ibn aI-Qiffi>
pp. 104, 409 ; Wuz., 244; H. Bowen, op. cit., pp. 1&4, 191, 327, 331-2 ;
B. LeTy, A Baghdad Chronicle, Camhridge, 1929, pp. 140-2. The
influence of Christian secretaries and clerks must have been very powerful
in the *Abbasid administration, in spite of the restrictive edict of
al-Mtiqt*dir. The sources note this fact with regret more than once.
€%riafci*zfcs were members of the most important Diwans. Cf. J/wir., 23,
143, SIS ; *Aribt 30, 184. There was even a Christian array inspector and
ehairmaa of t3» Dlwan al-jaish.
1 'Arib, 74;   IT-ws., 79-81 ;  Tan., ii, 81-5.
f Wus., SI ^ Jf«|;., 44, 66, 129 ; Tost., ii, 85, 4-8.
Tai*., ii,84;   Wuz., 17S;

